
 
EMPOWERING CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES THROUGH BASEBALL 

 
“IN A LEAGUE…ON A TEAM…IN A UNIFORM” 

 

CHALLENGER BASEBALL MANITOBA STANDING RULES 
 

SAFETY RULES  
 

1. There is no on-deck batter practice allowed – No one shall have a bat except for the batter at the plate. NO EXCEPTIONS.  

2. All batters and runners should be encouraged to wear their batting helmet with ear protection and chin strap attached 
while at bat and running bases.  A waiver must be signed by a parent or guardian should the player refuse to wear a helmet.  

3. A jock or jill is encouraged for all players 

4. No jewelry including necklaces, bracelets, watches, etc. shall be worn.  Medical identification is NOT considered jewelry and 
therefore shall NOT ever be removed. 

5. Choking hazards such as gum or sunflower seeds shall be NOT be allowed on the field.  Any snacks provided on the bench 
shall be nut and common allergen-free. 

6. Cleats are not required and therefore should be discouraged.  If the player chooses to wear them, they must be of the 
rubber tip variety.  No metal cleats will be allowed.    

7. Sliding should be discouraged. No head-first sliding, only feet-first. No sliding at 1B.  

8. Cancellations due to inclement weather or poor field conditions shall be determined by a member of the committee at least 
2 hours prior to game start.  Coaches will be contacted and announcements shall be made via Facebook/Twitter.  Coaches 
are to contact players as soon as they get the call from the committee member.  Inclement or poor conditions shall include 
any weather or field condition in which the playing of a game will be prohibitive or dangerous. (ie: strong winds, lightning, 
rain fall, tornadoes, hail, flash flooding, standing water on field or extreme heat exceeding 35°C (temperature or humidex as 
indicated by Environment Canada), etc).  Games may be re-scheduled with the help of the coaches involved and the 
Challenger Division Coordinator. 

9. Other than licensed service dogs, no dogs or other animals shall be permitted at the game.  NO EXCEPTIONS.  This 
includes fields/diamonds, dugouts, spectator stands, parking lot, etc.  Concerns may be directed to the Challenger Division 
Coordinator. 

10. Any player, who represents a danger to the safety of the other participants because of behavioral concerns and/or ability 
should be brought to the attention of the Challenger Division Coordinator who will determine the best course of action and 
inform the coach and parents of the decision. 

11. Players, coaches and buddies are the only individuals allowed in the dugout and on the field except in emergency situations.  
A brief entrance may be permitted to bring players water, snacks, etc. but individuals who have not signed a participation 
waiver shall immediately vacate the areas.  This is to both encourage player independence as well as prevent an issue 
arising. 

 

FIELD SPECIFICATIONS 
 

1. There shall be 60’ (sixty foot) base path between bases.   

2. Foul Territory shall be indicated using the 1st and 3rd baselines and if possible, a 10’ circle drawn in front of home plate.  If 
a circle cannot be drawn, where the dirt meets the infield grass will suffice.  

3. 1st Base shall be the Blast Ball Honking base, 2nd and 3rd bases shall be of typical variety 

4. Home plate is provided at all fields and shall be kept clean at all times.  Batting Tee will sit on home plate when in use and 
an alternate home plate will be provided outside the batter’s box on the 3

rd
 baseline to prevent collisions. 

5. Pitcher’s rubber and batter’s boxes at home plate are not required and if available shall serve as a visual aide only.  

 



 

 

RULES OF PLAY  
 

1. No score will be kept in the Challenger Baseball Division. Everybody wins! 

2. There will be no forfeits in the Challenger Baseball Division. Each team should have a minimum of 6 players to field.  Teams 
may borrow players from the opposing team if necessary or play shorthanded. 

3. The home team is responsible for field preparations and cleanup (set-up of bases/tee, provide game balls).  

4. Game length will be no less than 60 minutes or three (3) innings, whichever is the later.  Innings must be completed.   

5. An inning is comprised of each team having one “at bat” and one “on field”. 

6. Blast Ball Foam Balls are the only Challenger Baseball Manitoba approved baseballs that may be used during a game.  
Special balls required to accommodate needs of a player must be approved by both coaches on field.   

7. Each team will choose a “Captain” for each game.  Captains are responsible for the “Home Plate Meeting” and encouraging 
other players, modelling sportsmanship.  The Captain role must rotate through the roster giving each player the 
opportunity at least once throughout the season.   

8. Home Plate Meeting: At the start of each game, a coin toss at home plate will determine “First at Bat”.  Each team’s 
Captain, their buddy, and coach will meet the opposing team’s at home plate.  Visiting team chooses “heads” or “tails”.  The 
successful team then choses to go to bat (“offense”) or field (“defense”).  Players, buddies and coaches will then shake 
hands and wish each other a good game. 

9. The entire defensive team shall take the field.  Proper infield positions (C, P, 1B, 2B, 3B & SS) are to be played. Any 
additional players will play in the outfield.  Every effort must be made to ensure all players have equal opportunity to field 
in all defensive positions during the game/season unless it is unsafe to do so.   No defensive player shall play the same 
position for more than one (1) inning per game. All players must play at least one (1) inning in the infield per game.  
Strategizing best defensive player positions is not our philosophy.  

10. Buddies should be on the playing field with their assigned player to help the players with proper procedure or play.  Buddies 
are also responsible for protecting players from a hit or thrown ball. 

11. Outfielders cannot make an out by tagging a runner or stepping on a base.  

12. To end play, fielders must throw the ball to the catcher at home plate. 

13. Batting Rule - The entire team roster shall constitute the batting order for each inning. Each game, the order shall change so 
as to allow all players the opportunity to be first and last at bat throughout the season. 

14. For each batter, the ball will be placed on the “Hitting Tee” for the child to hit the ball into play.   

15. If the player is capable, their coach may pitch instead of using the tee.  Only coaches will be allowed to pitch.  To keep the 
game moving, players will be given a maximum of five (5) pitches, if a hit is not achieved, player must use the batting tee. 

16. There will be no “strike outs”, each batter will bat until the ball has been hit into fair territory. 

17. The ball shall be live after it is hit into fair territory, and shall remain live until it is returned to home plate.  

18. The ball shall be considered foul when it travels less than six (6) feet from the tee (where the grass touches the dirt) or 
outside the baselines.   

19. After a player hits the ball, swinging or throwing the bat away is not allowed. They must drop it immediately. 

20. Base runners only go one base at a time. When the last batter hits, he/she run all the way around clearing the bases.  There 
will be no advancement permitted for overthrown balls or homeruns. 

21. Runners are encouraged to stomp on first base to hear the honk and high-five the 1B Coach.  

22. There are no “Outs” at any base.  An inning can only end after the last batter has batted.  

23. No walks, base stealing or base leading allowed. 

24. “Last Batter”. The coach of the batting team must declare the last batter. Once the ball is in play, all runners go home. The 
Catcher of the defensive team can simply hold the ball at Home Plate to end the inning.  

25. At the conclusion of the game, teams shall give a cheer for the opposite team and each player, buddy and coach shall shake 
hands across home plate to signify team sportsmanship. 



 

 

 

GAME DAY STRUCTURE 
Playing a game is fun in itself - and it is what the kids expect when they signed up to play, but skills should be taught to maximize the 
potential of reaching personal goals AND fun!  30 mins of the time slot is for skill development and the rest is playing the game.  
Coaches can still coach and fine-tune learned skills by instruction throughout the game.   

 
 Each team should have an equal amount of “At Bats” and “In the Field”.   

 Game length will be no less than 60 minutes or three (3) innings, whichever is the later.  Innings must be completed.   

 Be sure to have the player’s rotate positions so that each player can understand the requirements of the position. 

 Throughout the game, watch the players and their use of technique.  Don’t over-coach but do provide gentle reminders, 
especially for the players that you know can practice good technique.   

 Players are NOT to pitch during game time.  While the pitcher may enjoy the position, it is often unfair to the batter.  For a 
player that wants to receive a coach pitch, the coach will underhand toss no more than 5 pitches.  If a hit has not been 
accomplished, a tee must be used.  This is to keep the flow of the game.   

 When a batter hits, there shall be only 1 ball in play.  DO NOT TOSS EXTRA BALLS, this creates confusion and a potentially 
dangerous situation.  Instead, find another way to keep your team engaged such as changing up where to throw the ball 
once fielded. 

 At the end of the game, have all players come together, give three cheers for the other team and shake hands or give high 
fives across home plate.  This is especially important because it instills sportsmanship. 

 
 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT SESSION STRUCTURE 
Manitoba Challenger Baseball has traditionally focused strictly on personal outcomes and empowering participants through the 
game of baseball.  Parents and players alike have expressed their desire for more challenge for the players through baseball specific 
and focused skill development.  In addition, the LTAD tells us that athletes should focus more on training to develop more than game 
play or “Competition”.    In keeping with our objectives, benefits and outcomes, we are introducing dedicated Skill Development 
Sessions.   
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